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its stable with backtrack4 5.30? ok gimp is the right one
most of the image editors are included backtrack4 is not

supported here, use their support for ubuntu ok thats
useful to know, i'll try it doomlord: you can also use

imagemagick doomlord: or use it to edit the image as you
see fit doomlord: your choice so something i could use in a
script, as it's going to be a networked program i'm not sure

how good it is but its in the repos, the website says its
farily powerful, and thats good enough for me if i could

just somehow split the film into frames doomlord:
backtrack is not supported here, try their support for

ubuntu if it was a straight forward image editor, i could
understand why it wouldnt be offered - its just a way to

take the images doomlord: this is not the backtrack support
channel. go to the backtrack channel is that a new ubuntu

flavor doomlord: right - so backtrack is not supported here
doomlord: it is a linux distro so backtrack 4.0 is based on
ubuntu? that is not on topic. don't bring it here doomlord:

no doomlord: #backtrack-linux for support sorry about that
doomlord, backtrack is a variant of Ubuntu ok, thanks

where can i find a backtrack channel? doomlord: you're
not allowed to ask about backtrack here doomlord:

#backtrack-linux doomlord: they don't support you here
right that was my intention because it's not supported here

doomlord: not in this channel do you know what
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